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Beat the peak
between
4 and 8pm.
We have a habit of coming home from school or work and turning on numerous appliances.
When everybody does this it peaks our energy use and places extra pressure on the electricity
network. Why not give your appliances a rest between 4 and 8pm and help us beat the peak?

4pm

1) Hold off doing your washing
Put a load of washing on before you head
to bed, and make sure it is a full load.

8pm

2) Avoid using the dishwasher
Always have a full load in the machine
and switch it on just before bedtime.

3) Unplug your chargers
Charge your electronics, such as
mobile phones and laptops after 8pm.

For more ways to save energy and beat the peak,
visit switchthefuture.com.au
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SEA INFORMATION

The Sustainable Energy Association of Australia (SEA) is a peak
body for the sustainable energy industry and for enterprises
supporting sustainable energy.
SEA members are the business part of the solution to climate change. At a critical
time for individuals, governments, businesses and the community to develop
workable solutions to reduce emissions and adapt to global warming, you can join
the chamber of businesses, organisations and individuals advocating sustainable
energy solutions.
For more information or to become a member call SEA on 9228 1292 or visit
www.seaaus.com.au.
This paper was manufactured using fully
sustainable re-growth forestry methods.

Publication date: March 22, 2013.
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Australia has among the
world’s best sustainable energy
resources. The Sustainable
Energy Association (SEA)
works to realise this potential
by promoting the development
and adoption of renewable
energy, energy efficiency,
and sustainable energy
technologies and services.

build coal-and gas-fired power stations
in Australia. This economic equation will
continue to move in favour of sustainable
energy in all forms.

Our global population is growing. By many
estimates, energy demand will double
in less than a century. Pair that with the
increasingly pressing challenges of resource
scarcity and climate change, and it’s clear
we must drive profound change to meet
more of our energy needs from sustainable
sources.

Undoubtedly, the sustainable energy
industry has been subjected to policy
decisions that have created boom/bust
cycles. SEA calls on policy makers to
recognise the importance of stability and
certainty for the industry, which will allow it
to grow and flourish.

The weight of public opinion is also squarely
behind renewable energy. A recent survey
by Shell revealed that future energy was
one of the top three most important issues
facing Australians in 2013, and more than
70 per cent of respondents believed we
should be sourcing our future energy from
renewables.

The perception that renewables aren’t
cost-competitive is simply out of date. New
data from Bloomberg New Energy Finance
shows that unsubsidised renewable energy
is now cheaper than electricity from new-

SEA is a business chamber with a marketbased view, and advocates cost-effective
and practical mechanisms to both build
the sustainable energy industry and lower
greenhouse gas emissions. In partnership
with our 300-plus members, we work

The past year has certainly
been an exciting time for
both SEA and the sustainable
energy industry, marked by
progressions such as the
roll out of the Australian
Government’s Clean Energy
Future Package and the
establishment of the Clean
Energy Finance Corporation.

from the construction, transport and
generation sectors of industry and with over
300 members we continue to be one of
the largest energy chambers in Australia.
Succession planning and implementation
has been a feature of SEA’s board activity
and the outcome last year was the
appointment of a vibrant new CEO, Kirsten
Rose. Having the previous long standing
CEO, Ray Wills, elected onto the board as
Vice-Chair has ensured a consistent service
to the membership through the retention of
corporate knowledge.

For the Sustainable Energy Association
(SEA) of Australia, we made considerable
transition at both board and executive
level while continuing to progress many
important initiatives. After four years serving
on SEA’s board, one of which as ViceChair, I was honoured to move into the
Chairman role supported by a strong and
diverse set of board members. The SEA
membership elected new board members

An outcome from initiatives of significance
for SEA was the decision of the Clean
Energy Innovation Centre (CEIC) to extend
its partnership with us. Participating in the
Federal Government’s Enterprise Connect
program, SEA will continue to deliver
business improvement services for cleantech businesses. Also, the establishment of
SEA’s Green Fleet Program, in cooperation
with Nissan, has seen us add Nissan as a

I am pleased to welcome all
readers to the fifth edition
of the Sustainable Energy
Association’s Energising WA
magazine.

part to our state, which is blessed with a
diverse wealth of natural resources, Perth is
now well and truly an international hub for
business.

Western Australia continues to develop
as one of the world’s largest and most
productive resource regions.
Record levels of activity and investment
have allowed the City of Perth to grow and
mature. While walking through our city
centre you can’t help but notice Perth has
become a hive of business activity with
buzzing office spaces and bustling meeting
places being used to share and create new
ideas at all levels.
Perth is already known as Australia’s
gateway to Asia; it is fast becoming
Australia’s gateway to the world. Thanks in

Western Australia’s flourishing resources
industry has enabled us to develop worldleading skills and technology, particularly
within the renewable energy sector. This
is an important step, particularly as some
of our resources have finite lifespans. It
is essential we continue to develop our
renewable energy sector as part of moving
Perth to a more sustainable future.
As the City of Perth, we are proud of
the contribution our state continues to
make in new developments, research
and innovation. This local content is
well considered and highly regarded by
our international partners. I always take
great pride and honour to promote these
local contributions and how they are

to remove barriers to business entry
and deliver incentives to ensure a more
sustainable economy.
In Western Australia particularly, we must
capitalise on the tremendous opportunity to
use sustainable energy and infrastructure
projects to grow our economy, create jobs
and renew our rural regions. To make our
communities and cities truly sustainable we
must develop smart grids, and integrate
public transport to reduce traffic congestion
and air pollution.
This fifth edition of Energising WA is my
first as the CEO of the SEA. I am personally
energised by the challenge of leading SEA
and proud of the contribution every one
of our members makes to the combined
success of the industry. I would like to
extend my thanks to our membership,
and in particular our corporate members,
for welcoming me to the organisation and
contributing to this important publication.
Kirsten Rose
CEO
SEA
new platinum member, along with Jackson
McDonald Lawyers and Hyundai.
SEA has continued its practice of ongoing
member consultation through member
communications and reference groups and
will continue to provide the sustainable
energy industry with a voice on key policy
issues, such as its submission to state
government in the latest election.
Any membership organisation is only
as strong as its members and their
contribution and I thank all SEA members
for contributing to the growth and vibrancy
of their industry body.
If you are interested in the sustainability of
your business and of Australia’s economy,
and you want to help act on the challenge
of climate change, I invite you to join SEA.
Sean Webb
Chairman
SEA
helping further develop renewable energy
technology.
With an increasing population, expanding
business opportunities and growing use
of our natural resources, it is of great
importance that we look at ways to
maximise our energy efficiency as we lay
the foundation for a low carbon future.
This includes changing little aspects of our
everyday lives, such as purchasing energy
efficient appliances and switching them off
at the wall.
Reducing energy use and using energy
more efficiently is something everyone
can do to reduce the impact on the
environment.
Lisa Scaffidi
The Right Hon the Lord Mayor
City of Perth

SAVING
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What is clean energy?
Wind

known as hot fractured rock systems
or hot dry rocks, hot sedimentary
aquifer systems (HSA), and direct-use
geothermal.

Wind is used to generate electricity via
specially designed turbines that operate
by converting the movement of the wind
into a torque (rotational force) that turns a
generator. Wind turbines typically consist
of a rotor, a gearbox, a generator and
a directional system, all of which are all
mounted on top of a tower.

Bioenergy

Offshore wind farms, capable of
harnessing huge wind resources, are
another promising way of securing wind
power. However, due to the technical
challenges posed by construction at
sea, the commercial benefit of offshore
wind for Australia is yet to be proven fully
viable.

Bioenergy is the chemical energy derived
from recently living organisms or their
metabolic by-products, also known
as biomass. Bioenergy technology
extracts this energy using conventional
power generation technology, such as
combustion, to produce low emission,
renewable energy.

Solar

Sources of biomass include agricultural
crop waste, plantation wood waste, food
waste, bagasse (sugar cane residues),
sewage and animal wastes.

Electricity is generated from solar energy
through two main renewable technologies
– solar photovoltaic (PV) and solar
thermal. Electricity generation from solar
energy in Australia is currently almost
entirely sourced from PV installations.
There is an increasing interest in
solar thermal electricity, but the major
application of solar thermal energy in
Australia is for water heating.

Geothermal
Geothermal power is produced by
harnessing naturally occurring geothermal
heat that comes from the deep within the
Earth’s core to generate electricity.
In Australia there are three types of
geothermal resources: engineered
geothermal systems (EGS), otherwise

A fourth type – volcanic geothermal
resources – has been developed
extensively overseas but is not found in
Australia.

Ocean power
Ocean power uses the ocean’s waters to
produce electricity, either by harnessing
the kinetic energy contained in the motion
of the waves, tides or currents, or by
extracting thermal energy.
Ocean and tidal current power involves
using underwater turbines to convert
the energy in tidal and ocean currents in
much the same way that wind turbines
convert the kinetic energy in the wind
to electricity. The currents turn the
underwater turbine blades, which rotate
and turn a rotor.
- Eco Generation

Rising electricity costs
The price WA consumers pay for electricity is well below the cost
of production according to the State Government, making WA
electricity prices the fourth lowest in Australia.
As a result of this, the government has
steadily increased tariff prices to make up
for some of this shortfall but continues to
subsidise residential accounts.
WA electricity supplier Synergy said
electricity costs were made up of a
number of sources including retail costs,
green schemes and Federal Government
initiatives, network costs, and generation
costs.
The Federal Government, as part of its
Clean Energy Future package, reports the
main cause of recent price rises has been
due to the increasing costs of transmitting
and distributing electricity. This involves
increased investment into electricity
networks including replacing ageing

infrastructure, expanding networks to cope
with peak demand, and meeting higher
safety and reliability standards.
Carbon pricing has also had an effect on
the price of electricity as it increases the
cost of generating power because burning
fossil fuels generates the majority of
Australia’s electricity.
However, the Federal Government has
estimated on average only $9 out of every
$100 of a household’s annual electricity bill
is due to the price on carbon, making it the
smallest contributor to bills.
The rest of the bill is made up of an average
of $51 from network costs, $20 from retail
costs and $20 from electricity generation
costs.

Financial help for households
There are many WA people struggling to pay their bills, but
for these disadvantaged or vulnerable households, there is
financial help available.
The Hardship Utilities Grant Scheme
(HUGS) is targeted at assisting
households in financial hardship and
includes free financial counseling
services and grants valued up 85
per cent of an eligible customer’s
electricity energy or water bill.
The State Government offers several
concessions for households on low
or fixed incomes. These concessions
include Dependent Child Rebate,
Air-conditioning Rebate and the Cost
of Living Assistance Payment (CoLA)

that has recently replaced the Supply
Charge Rebate (SCR).
In addition to these concessions, under
the Federal Government’s carbon
price legislation, some households
are eligible for financial assistance to
reduce the impact of this initiative.
The Federal Government says more
than half the money raised from the
carbon price will be used to assist
households, and nine in 10 households
will receive a combination of tax cuts
and payments to help with the costs of
the carbon price.
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Carbon neutrality explained

NAB’s Australian Beyond
Carbon Neutral 2013
targets aim to:

Since Al Gore’s Inconvenient Truth exploded onto cinema screens in early 2006, decreasing
greenhouse gases and carbon offsetting became an important aspect for both businesses and
individuals.
The use of carbon offsets in business aims
to neutralise greenhouse gas emissions by
funding projects which cause an equivalent
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions
somewhere else, like tree planting.
Carbon Neutral’s Ray Wilson said offsetting
was a way of compensating for the
emissions created. Carbon Neutral was
formed by Men of the Trees in 2001 as a
means of boosting tree-planting activities
but it took off in 2006 and 2007 when
carbon offsetting gained more exposure.
“We work with clients to reduce their
emissions, we generate retail carbon offsets
through projects such as local reforestation
or wind farms and other unique renewable
energy projects around the world,” Mr

Wilson said. “We have thousands of clients
who support us through buying offsets and
employing our carbon advisors to measure
and reduce emissions.”
Carbon Neutral’s Senior Carbon Advisor
Scott Favacho said he worked with clients
over an annual period to calculate their
carbon emissions.
“For a business to operate, it typically
needs to use electricity, fuel for its fleet and
materials such as paper. We work with
these businesses to develop strategies to
reduce their carbon emissions which in the
process can also reduce their energy use
and operating costs,” he said.
Mr Favacho works with small to large
businesses, tertiary organisations and

governments to help them codify their
footprint.
“Most businesses aren’t carbon neutral but
some of them are heading towards that and
they are doing the right thing in terms of
being environmentally responsible,” he said.
Being completely carbon neutral means the
net emissions of greenhouse gases from a
business’s carbon footprint or inventory is
zero.
The Australian Government runs a carbon
neutral certification scheme called the
National Carbon Offset Standard (NCOS)
and businesses must meet certain
requirements to become carbon neutral.
“To be able to use the NCOS logo, the
national carbon offset standard requires

• Reduce energy greenhouse gas
emissions by a further 10 per
cent per person
• Reduce the waste generated
by 20 per cent per person
• Reduce the amount of paper
used by 20 per cent per person
• Ensure a 0 per cent increase in
water use per person.

businesses to calculate their footprint, have
a carbon reduction plan in place and offset
their remaining emissions using accredited
carbon offsets,” Mr Favacho said.

INSTALLED FOR EFFICIENCY AND PERFORMANCE
COMMERCIAL I RESIDENTIAL

Servicing Local and Regional WA
• Commercial and Residential Solar
PV Generation
• Energy Efﬁcient Illumination
• PPA - Power Purchasing
Agreement Available for
Commercial Projects

WA Owned and Owner Operated I *Winners 2012 HSBC Premier City of Wanneroo Business Awards
Best New Business Award & Environmental Sustainability Award
ECU Faculty of Business and Law Business Award I Small Business Development Award

1899627πCPEP220313

• Backed by Industry Knowledge,
Experience and Customer Care

CONTACT:

Phone: (08) 9343 4863

I

Fax: (08) 9343 4862

I

www.ausindsolar.com.au

Our research and ideas are
changing the game when it
comes to clean energy.
At Curtin, we’re uncovering cleaner energy
sources and technologies. But that’s not all we
do to ensure a more sustainable future. With
many game-changing researchers collaborating
with government and industry, we’re ﬁnding
innovative solutions in areas such as climate
change, urban development, water conservation
and food production.
Curtin has numerous sustainability focused
institutes and centres, including the Australian
Sustainable Development Institute (ASDI) and
Curtin University Sustainable Policy Institute
(CUSP). At these two institutes you’ll ﬁnd
projects that are leading the way when it
comes to reducing our carbon footprint and
turning agricultural waste into clean fuel.
You’ll also ﬁnd innovative approaches to solving
real sustainability issues.
What we do today will determine how we live
tomorrow, and that’s why we’re committed to
making tomorrow better.
To learn more visit asdi.curtin.edu.au

CRICOS Provider Code 00301J CU-ASDI-0008/ BRAND CURD0053
Curtin University is a trademark of Curtin University of Technology
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Josh’s House
Best known for his work on ABC’s Gardening Australia, Josh
Byrne is an environmental scientist with a passion for sustainable
gardening, appropriate technology and innovative environmental
design.
After 20 years of renovating houses and
gardens to demonstrate his sustainable
design ideas, Mr Byrne is finally taking on a
house and garden that he can call his own,
creating a sustainable community project
for himself and his extended family.
His latest project, Josh’s House, is actually
a two house build on the same block. One
house will be for himself, his wife and their
two children to live in, while the other house
will be home to Mr Byrne’s sister-in-law.
Solar Dwellings formed a partnership with
Mr Bryne in the beginnings of the project to
make it as energy efficient and cost effective
as possible.
“Josh’s house is a good example of what is
affordable and sustainable housing,” Solar
Dwellings Managing Director Griff Morris
said.
Both houses are based on solar passive
design principles to ensure maximum
thermal comfort minimising the need for air
conditioning or heaters.
“Good passive solar design includes the
correct use of building materials to store
heat throughout the day in winter and

release it at night into the home,” Mr Morris
said.
“Then in summer, excess heat will be stored
throughout the day and released at night
through good air flow, keeping the house
cool.”
The houses will also incorporate water
recycling and a productive garden to
provide both shade and food, and they will
be designed on universal access principles
for people with varying degrees of mobility
issues.
Mr Morris said sustainable design was
affordable for anyone, with Josh’s House
achieving a 10-Star energy efficiency rating
using conventional building materials and
methods.

A well designed sustainable home pays you back
over the many years you live in it, but a poorly
designed home costs you in operational energy
consistently year after year.

“It’s a typical suburban home that
uses intelligent design to be extremely
sustainable,” he said.
Mr Morris said as well as all the
environmental benefits of building a
sustainable home like Josh’s, one of the
biggest benefits was a small extra cost
upfront meant low long-term running costs.

“A well designed sustainable home pays
you back over the many years you live in it,
but a poorly designed home costs you in
operational energy consistently year after
year,” he said.

Josh’s House is located in the Fremantle
suburb of Hilton and is due for completion
by May 2013. Josh’s House has also
partnered with Highbury Homes for the
build.

sustainable

smart
sma
smartenergy efﬁcient, sustainable
Do you want a smart,
sustainhome?
energy efﬁcient

energy

sustainable

energy efﬁ
efﬁcient
cient

energy efﬁcient

We have been designing and organising the construction of award-winning homes for more than 20 years with a demonstrated commitment to minimising the impact on
the environment.
Our intelligent passive designs mean each home is energy and water efﬁcient, which equates to reduced energy costs and greenhouse gas emissions. Plus we do low
allergenic, multi-generational and universal access homes.
CONTACT
Pernille Stent and Ebony Neesham
SOLAR DWELLINGS
23 Green Street, Mt Hawthorn
WA 6016
P: 08 9444 4400
E: admin@solardwellings.com.au

We embrace intelligent design to deliver homes that are naturally warm in winter and cool in summer.

www.solardwellings.com.au

Passive solar

Our team are teachers and mentors to the housing and design industry. We live our commitment, and our expertise and experience melds together with your speciﬁc needs
to create an individual home that works for you and the climate.
Talk to us and ﬁnd out how easy it is.
We offer a design and construction service for:
I

Universal access

I

Low allergen

I

Water wise

I

And more on request.

1889598_A4πJPEP220313

Individual design incorporating sustainable design features such as;
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Energy efficient desalination
Since 2007, the Perth Seawater Desalination Plant has been
delivering more than 45 billion litres of water per year to the
people of Western Australia.
The first stage of the Southern Seawater
Desalination Plant in Binningup has been
operating since September 2011, delivering
50 billion litres of water per annum to the
Integrated Water Supply Scheme (IWSS).

“By committing to long-term contracts
with renewable energy sources, the Water
Corporation has enabled renewable energy
projects, such as the Greenough River Solar
Farm, to be developed.”

The IWSS supplies 1.7 million people in
Perth, Mandurah and parts of the SouthWest, and is connected to the Goldfields
and Agricultural Water Supply Scheme.

The Water Corporation purchases the
output of the Greenough River Solar Farm
and the Mumbida Wind Farm equivalent to
the energy used by the Southern Seawater
Desalination Plant.

Together, the two large-scale desalination
plants are predicted to produce half of
Perth’s water supply in the near future and
there is no doubt how important they are to
WA’s water resources.
However, it has been argued the major
disadvantage of the desalination plants is
the environmental footprint made by the
energy used.
According to a Water Corporation
Spokesperson, the organisation is offsetting
the energy used by purchases from
renewable energy generators.
“The plants take power from Western
Australia’s main grid and the Water
Corporation purchases the equivalent in
renewable energy to put back into the grid,”
the spokesperson said.

Greenough River Solar Farm is built on
80 hectares and produces 10 megawatts
of renewable energy, while the Mumbida
Wind Farm comprises 22 turbines and
will generate 55 megawatts of renewable
energy.
The output from these two renewable
energy farms would offset the energy
requirements from the Southern Seawater
Desalination Plant.
Subsequently, the Perth Seawater
Desalination Plant has an energy contract
linked with the Emu Downs Windfarm.
Energy recovery devices reduce the overall
energy required in Western Australia’s
desalination plants by up to 60 per cent.

Desalination is a process used all over the world,
where raw seawater is processed to remove
salt and impurities to make fresh drinking water.
Desalination plants are completely climateindependent and don’t rely on rainfall.

We’re committed to ensuring WA’s water
never costs the earth.
Delivering water and wastewater services to a state the size of Western Australia, and operating over 2,500 sites throughout,
requires a huge amount of energy. At the Water Corporation, we are not only committed to helping our customers save water,
we are equally resolved to reducing our carbon footprint – by adopting earth-friendly practices in everything we do.
That’s why, for example, we now use ‘waste’ biogas to help power our Woodman Point Wastewater Treatment Plant. And why
the use of high-tech energy recovery devices have cut the energy requirement of our desalination plants by up to 60 per cent.
It’s also why we put just as much energy into developing water-saving programs
that help our customers save money too.

303WATER10036

For more information, visit watercorportion.com.au
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Australian Bureau of Statistics 2010 data
shows motor vehicles registered in Australia
travel an average of 14,100km per vehicle.

Less emissions mission
The Australian National Greenhouse Accounts show carbon dioxide
emissions from transport have increased by around 41 per cent
since 1990.
Passenger cars generated around eight
per cent of Australia’s total greenhouse gas
emissions last year alone which is slightly
more than half of the nation’s transport
sector emissions, including commercial
vehicles, rail, sea and air travel.
As part of its Less Emissions Mission
scheme, the RAC has provided its members
with incentives to drive lower CO2 emission
vehicles.
RAC Senior Manager for Environmental
Sustainability Regina Flugge said the initiative
was about taking action to reduce WA’s
carbon footprint.
“Within five years there will be two million
registered vehicles on the road. While
modern vehicles are cleaner and more
efficient, these increased numbers will
present a significant challenge to minimise
the impact on the environment,” she said.
“This is why we are giving out an incentive
to members who buy these vehicles. It’s our
way of saying that we understand people
need their cars but if they choose lower
emissions cars, then we will reward them.”
Rewards include discounted comprehensive
motor insurance, half a per cent off the
standard interest rate on RAC Finance car
loans, a free roadside assistance upgrade

and 10 per cent off at RAC Auto Service
centres.
Ms Flugge said to be eligible for the rewards,
motorists must drive a vehicle less than five
years old which emits less than or equal to
150 grams of CO2 per kilometre in the official
Australian Design Rules test. There are more
than 2000 cars on the market that meet this
criterion.
“We believe it will contribute to reducing CO2
emissions because the average car in 2010
was emitting just under 213gCO2 /km and
passenger cars were emitting 205,” she said.
Australian Bureau of Statistics 2010 data
shows motor vehicles registered in Australia
travel an average of 14,100km per vehicle.
The Department of Transport found a
passenger car travelling 14,100km with a
CO2 emissions output of 205gCO2 /km could
emit around 2.9 tonnes of CO2 annually,
whereas a lower emissions vehicle emitting
150gCO2 /km could emit around 775kg or
around a quarter of a tonne less annually.
To help build awareness of this RAC initiative,
the RAC’s electric patrol vehicle ‘Sparky’ was
wrapped in green, while the RAC building in
West Perth was partly bathed in green lights
for two weeks as a visual reminder.

Switching off office energy
Fifty-one companies covering a total of 277,398 square metres
of office space in the Perth CBD have signed up to the city’s
CitySwitch program since 2008.
Launched in Perth on World Environment
Day 2008, CitySwitch Green Office is
a national efficiency program run in
partnership with the major capital cities in
Australia and administered by the Council
of Capital City Lord Mayors.
Perth City Lord Mayor Lisa Scaffidi said
the program continued to grow each
year in Perth with eleven new signatories
signing up in the last 12 months.
“Perth has experienced strong growth
in the CitySwitch program since its
inception, receiving increasing applications
from new signatories each year,” she said.
“This is a great reflection on the influence
the program is having on creating
behavioural change and awareness of
energy efficiency and environmental
responsibility.”
Ms Scaffidi said having the RAC win the
National CitySwitch Signatory of the Year
award in 2012 was a great success and
showed the value of the Perth program.
“It is the first time a Western Australian
organisation has won this prestigious
award and it will definitely spark interest
and motivation with new and existing
signatories,” she said.

The RAC’s electric patrol vehicle ‘Sparky’.

“The RAC created a unique analysis
system that allowed them to identify
and target energy consumption problem
areas. This system resulted in the ability to
prioritise projects and formulate efficient
strategies to ensure maximum energy
efficiency improvements.”
RAC Senior Manager for Environmental
Sustainability Regina Flugge said the RAC
had accepted the responsibility to mitigate
the impact of climate change.
“As a result of those commitments, in
November 2011 we became signatory of
the CitySwitch program,” she said.
“We put in place a holistic plan for our
West Perth offices with a goal to create
a culture of energy efficiency as well as
improving our energy performance.”
The national CitySwitch program has
been renewed for another three years
as it continues to grow and enhance the
support it delivers to signatories.
This year, the program will focus on
improving facilitation tools such as
education sessions and tool kits to
create new access avenues to resources,
industry networks and connections on
topics of interest.

CitySwitch Signatories
implemented more than 90 energy
saving initiatives in 2012, with
the top three areas being delivery
of lighting retrofits, behaviour
change and energy efficiency
equipment upgrades. Initiatives
have included:

• Re-launching a national corporate
and social responsibility program
that includes guidance and
education on environmental
sustainability

• Creation of a volunteer staff
committee who set up mechanisms
and monitoring systems to
benchmark a range of environment

• Creation of a Green Corner
webpage that challenges staff from
each floor of a building to compete
to reduce power usage.

issues, allowing for better forward
planning and environmental goal
setting

Save the environment
and money with RAC.
The RAC is taking action to reduce
WA’s carbon footprint by rewarding
motorists with qualifying lower
carbon dioxide emissions cars.
Here are some of the ways you
could save:
Up to 25% off RAC Comprehensive Motor Insurance
0.5% p.a. off for non-members or 2.5% p.a. off for members on the standard interest rate on RAC Car Loans
10% off for non-members or 20% off for members on labour at RAC Auto Service Centres
A FREE RAC Roadside Assistance upgrade*

To see if your car qualiﬁes, visit rac.com.au/LEM or call 1300 138 983.

The RAC is a proud winner of:

CORPORATE MEMBER

MC3287

Visit rac.com.au/LEM for full terms and conditions for all offers, which may change without notice. Insurance: RAC Insurance Pty Limited issues this product. Cover is subject to policy terms and underwriting criteria. Check PDS to see if the policy is right for you. The insurance discount offer will apply to
eligible cars less than 5 years old based on year of manufacture. The discount varies from up to 5% to up to 25% depending on vehicle age. The discount will automatically be included in the premium. Finance: Applications subject to RAC Finance Limited lending criteria. Fees and charges apply. Australian
Credit Licence 387972. Roadside Assistance: *Free Roadside Assistance upgrade will be applied on your current level of coverage. Roadside Assistance Service is provided by RAC Motoring Pty Ltd MRB 723. Auto Services: RAC Auto Services are provided by RAC Automotive Services Pty Ltd MRB 935.
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Next Power Chief Executive
Kieron D’Arcy.
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D’Arcy predicts they have even busier times ahead.
Carey Power provides opportunities for
Indigenous people to work in the renewable
d
hi h M
id
energy iindustry,
which
Mr D’A
D’Arcy said
aligned with the Indigenous culture to love
and respect the land.
“The renewable energy industry has the
potential to keep Aboriginal people on their
land in a way that is not only traditional
but enables them to participate in the 21st
century economy on their own terms,” he
said.
Next Power – 49 per cent shareholder and
parent company of Carey Power – chose
solar power for its minimal ongoing costs,
great environmental benefits and because
of Australia’s ideal climate for solar.
Carey Power aims to provide opportunities
for employment, education and enterprise
and its triple bottom line (people, profit and

planet) sums up the company’s vision of
empowering and training Indigenous staff
and being environmentally sustainable.
“If we were renting the world, we wouldn’t
get our bond back,” Mr D’Arcy said. “We
need to start cleaning up now!”
Mr D’Arcy said Carey Power worked
with the traditional owners of the land to
ensure sustainability and also worked with
the State and Federal Governments as a
conduit to reaching local people.
He said the company had numerous
highlights in 2012 including a memorandum
of understanding with Horizon Power, which
Mr D’Arcy believed was the first of its kind
between an Indigenous business and a
government utility, and development of a
solar infrastructure concept for Qantas.

In WA our peak electricity is hot
summer afternoons – exactly when
solar power is most efficient.

Solar-powered sips
While relaxing with a glass of wine have you ever wondered
whether it’s an energy-efficient drink?
A number of wineries in Western Australia
are now running on solar power, thanks to
Don and Sonia Anderson’s business Great
Southern Solar.
“We’ve been running this business for the
past five years, but both Sonia and I worked
in the renewable energy industry for about
10 years before that,” Mr Anderson said.
It was during this time that the Andersons
discovered what they think may be the
future of power generation.

Together, the wineries’ solar power systems
will make around 590,000 units of clean
power a year, which is the equivalent of
powering 100 households with 100 per cent
renewable energy.

“We realised the future of the whole
industry will be in smaller-generation plants
distributed throughout the network,”
Mr Anderson said. “It has a whole lot of
benefits throughout the supply chain.”

“Wineries can consume quite a lot of
power,” Mr Anderson said. “Refrigeration is
probably the main consumer, but there are
lots of pumps and compressors and things
that just use power in processing.”

He said solar power was not the only way
to do this, but it was the most popular due
to its great cost-benefit curve.

“The most power is used at vintage, which
generally happens between January and
April – a time when solar power works
particularly well,” Mr Anderson said.

“Almost everywhere in Australia gets good
sunshine,” Mr Anderson said.
“In WA our peak electricity is hot summer
afternoons – exactly when solar power is
most efficient. It’s just a natural fit.”

Installing the last panel at Rickety Gate Wines.

largest embedded generation in Western
Australia, currently in full swing. These
projects have all received funding under
Australian Government's Clean Technology
Food and Foundries Investment Program,
delivered by AusIndustry.

Great Southern Solar is a contractor for
380 kilowatts of solar on Great Southern
wineries, with three of these projects
already completed and a fourth, the second

He said using solar power was great for
the wineries, not only environmentally but
economically.
“For these businesses, solar is cheaper
than grid power,” he said. “It’s just a strong
economic argument – even without the
subsidies, there’s still a good long-term
economic return for installing solar power.”

INNOVATING
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Largest windpod system in the
southern hemisphere
The City of Cockburn has introduced multiple environmentally
sustainable initiatives and programs, and one of the biggest
green initiatives sits atop the city’s very own administration
building.
The City of Cockburn’s Windpod System
is the largest installed in the southern
hemisphere, containing 20 windpod
turbines and generating approximately 4.5
megawatt-hours of power per annum.

Using wind as a source of renewable
power, the City of Cockburn Windpod
System can harvest energy 24 hours a
week, seven days a week.

Windpods are small-scale drum style
wind turbines designed to suit urban
environments. They produce less noise
and vibration than conventional style wind
turbines, and are ideal for use on, or near,
buildings.

Island power
Five kilometres off the Rockingham coast sits Garden Island,
famous to some for hosting the HMAS Stirling and to others for
being the location of well-known 1990’s television show, Ship To
Shore.
Garden Island is soon to become renowned
for yet another reason – as the first frontier
in a wave of new energy products relying on
ocean swell.

“The ocean is a very big energy source that
is completely untapped.”

WA-based company Carnegie Wave Energy
has plans to install a CETO power station
on the island.

“The technology has been designed from its
inception with the environment in mind,” he
said. “We worked very hard to identify any
potential impacts and received approval
from the EPA and Department of Defence in
December 2012.”

Named after the mythological Greek ocean
goddess Ceto, the system distinguishes
itself from other traditional wave-energy
devices in being a fully submerged,
pumping technology that drives hydraulic
fluid onshore, generating power through
hydraulic motors.
“We’ve been developing the CETO
technology for over 10 years to extract
energy from a vast and untapped natural
resource,” Project Development Officer Tim
Sawyer said.
Carnegie’s founder was a resources
explorer for oil and gas who realised there
was an alternative when he saw kelp
moving around the ocean, convincing him
of the potentials of the ocean as an energy
source.
“Since then we have invented the
technology, tested it in the ocean at small
scale and deployed a commercial unit off
Garden Island in 2011,” Mr Sawyer said.

Mr Sawyer said the station would be very
environmentally-friendly.

The technology is something that may be
seen more in the future, with Mr Sawyer
telling of plans already in place to install the
systems at a larger scale.
“We have a number of potential commercial
project sites in NSW, Victoria, SA, WA
and internationally,” he said. “This is a
homegrown technology with massive export
potential. We have had a lot of international
interest, including signing a technology
license agreement with the world’s largest
power utility in France.”
But, for now, sights are still set on
completing the Garden Island project.
“The project is very important and at an
exciting phase for us,” Mr Sawyer said.
“Now it’s about putting the whole system
together and putting renewable electricity
into the grid.”

The ocean is a very big energy source
that is completely untapped.

Wind turbines work by converting the
kinetic energy in the wind into mechanical
power, using this power to drive a
generator situated at the end of each
turbine. The electricity from the generators
then feed through a cable to an inverter
that converts the energy so it can be
used.
The Windpod System is part of a joint
research trial between Windpods
International and the City of Cockburn,
and joins a collection of 599 solar
photovoltaic (PV) panels installed on 10
community buildings across the city.

The City of Cockburn’s
Windpod System is the
largest installed in the
southern hemisphere.
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Depending on the type of business, you
can save 20 to 40 per cent on energy costs
through onsite renewable energy generation.

Bright Generation
There has been up to a 90 per cent reduction in the cost of some
solar equipment over the past five years according to Bright
Generation Founder and Managing Director Andrew Hall, making
it more economical than ever for businesses to generate their own
energy and save on electricity costs.
Bright Generation is a WA-based company
that helps businesses finance energy
initiatives such as onsite energy renewable
generation and energy efficiency.
Mr Hall said all business could save a lot of
money through energy generation as well as
managing energy use.
“Depending on the type of business, you
can save 20 to 40 per cent on energy costs
through onsite renewable energy generation
such as solar, and more if combined with
energy efficiency solutions,” he said.

“It’s really cost effective to do it and it
makes good economical sense. When
financing solutions are applied, businesses
can immediately save money with no upfront costs.”
Mr Hall said being energy efficient could
dramatically reduce energy costs and
for manufacturers, efficiency could be as
easy as upgrading various motors and
maintenance regimes.
He said energy generation and efficiency
made sense for everyone, even small to
medium enterprise (SME) businesses.

“In WA the people on the highest tariffs are
the SME businesses and the higher the
tariff, the quicker the payback,” Mr Hall said.
“Energy efficiency payback is quick,
sometimes taking just months, and
renewable energy payback can be as quick
as three years.”

Mr Hall said although there were still
incentives in place for businesses to reduce
energy use, it was so affordable they
weren’t needed anymore.
He said energy efficiency and onsite
renewable energy generation was a good
immediate solution to hedge against rising
electricity costs for businesses.

Teaching Australia a lesson
South Fremantle Senior High School is Australia’s first carbon
neutral school, after five and a half years of hard work from
students, staff, volunteers and various organisations and
businesses.
South Fremantle Senior High School
Carbon Neutral Program Director Kathy
Anketell said becoming carbon neutral was
an arduous process, but she was amazed
at the school’s achievements.
“In the initial stages I couldn’t imagine
how we would do it,” she said. “There
are only 28 organisations in Australia who
are carbon neutral and they are all huge
organisations with a lot of resources.
“For us, it was a really big thing and we
couldn’t have done it without assistance
from other people.”
Ms Anketell said a greenhouse audit was
done to see where the school’s energy,
water and waste was being used and
her initial focus was on infrastructure and
replacing outmoded equipment.

In a school, students need to be given the
skills and knowledge to make a difference.

“It’s very informative for the kids to go to
a farm and plant 3000 trees and for the
farmer to explain to the kids what it means.”
Two people who were very supportive when
the school decided to seek official carbon
neutral certification were PhD candidates
and now co-directors of SimplyCarbon –
Samantha Hall and Vanessa Rauland.
They were brought into the project through
Director of Curtin Sustainability Policy
Institute Professor Peter Newman, who
initially proposed the idea of becoming
carbon neutral and sits on the school’s
Carbon Neutral Committee.
Ms Hall and Ms Rauland undertook the
carbon audit, management and certification
processes and in doing this were able to
reconnect South Fremantle Senior High
School with the resources they were using.

The school then incorporated sustainability
into the curriculum to teach students why
it was important to reduce their carbon
footprint and ways they could help.

“It’s a really good way to educate both the
staff and students,” Ms Hall said. “Targeting
schools is just so vital because they’re the
future leaders.”

“In a school, students need to be given the
skills and knowledge to make a difference,”
Ms Anketell said. “Every learning area at
South Fremantle Senior High School has to
incorporate sustainably practices in some
way.

Ms Anketell said she hoped the school’s
achievements would inspire other schools
to make a change.
“If we can make a difference in other
schools, even in small way, that’s exciting
and really valuable,” she said.
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Clean Energy Finance
Corporation (CEFC) CEO
Oliver Yates.

Clean and green
One of the most impressive new initiatives in the sustainability
sector is the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), a Federal
Government enterprise dedicated to mobilising its own and
private sector capital into renewable energy, low emission and
energy efficiency projects and technologies across the country.
It operates with the expectation of minimal
budgetary assistance and makes its
investment decisions, independently of the
government, based on rigorous commercial
assessments.
The corporation is spearheaded by CEO
Oliver Yates, who has significant experience
in both the financial and energy fields. Mr
Yates spent 22 years at Macquarie Bank
in mergers and acquisitions and project
finance before specialising in developing
low-carbon businesses including those in
the bio-energy space.
While it is government-funded, Mr Yates
said the CEFC was not a charity.
“My role involves us lending to this sector
and getting our money back with a
commercial return,” he said. “We want
to seek commercially-viable projects that
need additional finance at no cost to the
taxpayer.”

While Australia’s clean energy industry is
growing, it needs some encouragement and
investments.
“Clean energy is becoming increasingly
viable, especially in a stable policy
environment, but like many industry
segments faces challenges securing the
volume of finance needed to move away
from fossil fuels,” Mr Yates said.
“Our role will be done when the private
sector fully appreciates that investment in
the clean energy sector is the lowest risk
option.
“Still people don’t appreciate that renewable
energy, such as solar PV, produces power
at the same price day after day, year after
year.”
While it is a plus creating revenue for the
future, the essence of the corporation is to
support the clean energy industry, ensuring
there is a future to do this in.

There is no future without clean energy.

“There is no future without clean energy,”
Mr Yates said.

THE NEW BEATTY PARK: A GAME CHANGER
The $17million redevelopment of Beatty Park
is now complete. Vincent Council used the
redevelopment opportunity to create a leaner,
greener facility which demonstrates best
practice in environmental sustainability, raising
the bar for leisure centres nationwide.
» A new geothermal heating system which
draws hot water from more than 1000m
underground to heat all of the facility’s
swimming pools – and possibly other venues
in the future
» One hundred and ﬁfty 250W solar modules
that are expected to generate in excess
of 53,400kWh of energy - contributing
signiﬁcantly to powering all electrical
equipment

The drill rig works for the new geothermal
bore on the Vincent Street frontage
(inside hay bales for noise reduction)

» More uber-efﬁcient power-saving
technology such as presence detectors for
lighting, super-efﬁcient airblade hand dryers
and waterless urinals

TOGETHER THESE
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
WILL DELIVER AN ENERGY
SAVING OF 5,000 MEGA WATT
HOURS EACH YEAR - THIS IS
EQUIVALENT TO THE ELECTRICITY
USED BY 890 VINCENT HOUSEHOLDS
OVER THE SAME PERIOD.

WWW.VINCENT.WA.GOV.AU
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Instead of spending
more money on peak
electricity tariffs,
businesses can support
the reliable supply of
electricity, and get paid
year-round.

Good for the grid
We’ve all heard about beating the peak and with increasing electricity costs and growing pressure to operate more sustainably, this is
especially important for businesses.
The price of electricity is at its highest
during peak demand periods, and to keep
up with rising peak demands investments
need to be made into new infrastructure to
support this.
The idea and aim of beating the peak is
two-fold – avoiding costly blackouts for
the community, and delaying the need to
build costly power plants and transmission
infrastructure. In Western Australia,
companies like EnerNOC are helping to
make the electricity grid more efficient
through Demand Response (DR).
As a demand response aggregator,
EnerNOC works with businesses to
reduce energy use when the grid operator
calls a dispatch, which is when demand

ALCO

for electricity looks like it might exceed
available supply.
EnerNOC Regional Director Pablo Campillos
said the primary benefits for businesses
reducing peak period energy use was
receiving significant paybacks, and reducing
the risk of blackouts for the community.
“Many businesses don’t want to be at
risk of blackouts – it can be damaging to
operations and equipment,” he said.
“Instead of spending more money on peak
electricity tariffs, businesses can support
the reliable supply of electricity, and get paid
year-round. It’s a win-win situation.”
EnerNOC’s DemandSMART program aims
to help businesses manage their electricity

use through tailored solutions that earn
regular payments, drive energy savings
and maintain a reliable electric grid and
affordable electricity.
“Different industries have specific needs,
according to their operations, locations and
type of facility,” Mr Campillos said.
“Our energy management experts work
with different organisations to create energy
reduction plans that maximise DR earnings
while having the least impact on day-to-day
operations.
“For a lot of businesses, it can be as
easy as reducing lighting or adjusting
temperature setpoints.”

PERTH
16 Belgravia St
Belmont WA 6104
Tel: 08 9477 2800

“We’ve been through blackouts before,
and we’re glad to be able to do whatever
we can to help protect the grid,” BGC
Operations Manager of Cement Production
Neil Chamberlain said.
Mr Campillos said in Western Australia
peak demand usually occurred during the
height of summer, when all schools and
universities were back operating and air
conditioner use was at its highest operating
end.

Energy Storage
Solutions

Alco Battery Sales Australia & New Zealand
Leaders in stored energy solutions offering an extensive line of
Industrial Battery and Storage Cabinet solutions for
Telecommunications, DC UPS & Solar/RE applications

Alco Battery Sales - APEX Solar - DC UPS - Standby Power & Telecommunications
www.alcobatt.com.au - 1300 883 643
Sydney - Brisbane - Melbourne - Adelaide - Perth - Auckland + 14 Regional locations

With the help of EnerNOC, one of Australia’s
largest residential builders, BGC, earns
more than $400,000 in annual payments for
shutting down temporarily – removing up to
five megawatts of energy demand from the
grid during peak periods.

ffor Renewable Energy and Backup Power

Bunbury
7 Rose St Bunbury,
Bunbury, WA 6230
Tel: 08 9721 1831

Made in the USA
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Energy efficient homes
In 2012, Western Australian building standards made it mandatory for all newly built homes to
comply with the 6-Star energy efficiency standard.
Since 2003, Australian homes have been
required to comply with design standards
that meet minimum levels of energy
efficiency through star ratings.
As of May 1 last year, the Building Code
of Australia ruled that all new homes built
in Western Australia must be capable of
attaining a minimum 6-Star energy rating.
The overall objective is to make sure every
part of a new home is in some way energy
dependent and meets the rating.
Sustainable Energy Association of Australia
(SEA) Chief Executive Kirsten Rose said
the introduction of the new standard was

great for new homeowners because it
represented genuine long-term savings in
terms of energy and money.
According to Ms Rose, heating and cooling
are the biggest energy consumers in the
home. Western Australia has the highest
penetration of residential air conditioning
anywhere in the country, with more than 90
per cent of people in Perth incorporating air
conditioning into their homes.
Leading Australian building company
BGC, incorporating well-known brands
Impressions, Perceptions and National
Homes, was one of the first on board for
the introduction of the 6-Star rating.

BGC General Manager Kelvin Ryan said
the company introduced the rating into its
home range one year before it became
compulsory.
“The star rating is a constant drive to
improve the energy performance of housing
throughout Australia with a view to make it
more affordable in terms of running costs
and the environmental footprint,” he said.
“It’s a bit like arguing against Mum and
apple pie. How can you argue against
introducing energy efficient homes? We
have put a focus on energy efficient design
without sacrificing modern design.”
Mr Ryan said despite the energy efficient
modern design of new homes in WA, the
onus was on the owner to be economical.
“We can build you a 6-Star home but if
you are not prepared to live in it with 6-Star
behaviour, it will wipe out the good work.
You can have a 10-Star home but you
won’t get the most out of it unless there
is harmony between owner behavior and
construction. It’s not feasible,” he said.
Mr Ryan said new homeowners should
ask their builders what makes their home
6-Star.
He said BGC used many variables in the
smart design process including focusing on
thermal mass, window size, consideration
of airflow and the direction of the sun.
“In a nutshell, the houses are designed
smarter.”

The star rating is a
constant drive to
improve the energy
performance of housing
throughout Australia.

ARE YOU
PART OF THE
LOW CARBON
ECONOMY?
JOIN
TODAY
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6-Star behavior tips
to save you money
Daily
• Respond to the weather
• Open and/or close doors and
windows appropriately
• Check thermostat setpoints
to ensure they have not been
changed by others in your home

Monthly
• Clean exhaust hood filters
• Clean dryer lint filter
• Clean light fittings
• Clean air conditioner filter pads
• Check for any leaking taps
inside and out – especially those
providing hot water

Annually
• Check seals on fridge and oven
doors. Hold a small piece of
newspaper between the door and
the frame and close the door. The
paper should be firmly held in
place so that it cannot be pulled
out
• Clean dust from the condenser coil
on the back of the fridge/freezer
• Repair any draught leaks as
your home naturally swells and
contracts as a result of changing
temperatures
• Turn your pool pump down in
winter
• Have your air conditioner serviced
before the start of summer
• Clean your solar panels
Download copies of the 6-Star guide
to Building an Energy Efficient Home
and the 6-Star guide to Operating an
Energy Efficient Home at
seaaus.com.au.

Join the leaders and get support to
manage your office energy use.
CitySwitch Signatories receive free support, resources and ﬁnancial
guidance to carry out energy efficiency projects and deliver cost savings.

CITYSWITCH.NET.AU
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A green dream for the City of Vincent
The $17 million redevelopment of Beatty Park will deliver an energy saving of 5000 megawatt-hours
per annum.
City of Vincent Mayor Alannah MacTiernan
said a chief focus of the redevelopment
was to reduce Beatty Park’s environmental
impact and engineer its operations towards
responsible use of resources.
“Creating a leaner, greener facility was
paramount in the design and engineering of
the new Beatty Park. As a local council, we
have an obligation to drive down our carbon
footprint,” she said.

Together, these
technologies will save
the City of Vincent over
5000 megawatt-hours of
energy each year.

Give your
business
a competitive
edge.

“At the same time energy costs were rising
exceptionally so we took the opportunity
of the redevelopment to get costs under
control.”
She said the major feature was the new
geothermal heating system which drew hot
water from deep underground to heat the
facility’s swimming pools.

A geothermal bore more than 1000 metres
deep taps a hot aquifer, producing water
temperatures of 48.5C at the wellhead. The
water is re-injected into the aquifer at 750m
and the volume and heat of the aquifer is
therefore not compromised.

Strategy 2011-2016, the City of Vincent
has also installed 150 250W solar modules,
which are expected to generate in excess
of 53,400kWh of energy and contribute
significantly to powering electrical
equipment.

“The city applied for a Federal Government
grant to assist us with using excess
capacity geothermal for heating the air,” she
said. “With an eye to the future, the council
approved a larger bore than was necessary
for the primary task of heating the water in
all pools.

This is in conjunction with waterless urinals,
Hager Eco-ficient Presence Detectors to
ensure lights are less frequently used and
efficient 12-second Airblade hand dryers.

“We are now doing the business case for
heating the air in the indoor pool area and
also piping the water to our administrative
and community facilities 300m down the
road.”
In-line with the energy actions set out
within the City’s Sustainable Environment

Together, these technologies will save the
City of Vincent over 5000 megawatt-hours
of energy each year. This is equivalent to the
electricity used by 890 Vincent households
over the same period.
“Updating council facilities are important
at least every couple of decades as
the standards and expectations of the
community change over time,” Ms
MacTiernan said.

Success in business has a lot to do
with making powerful connections and getting the right
advice.
Enterprise Connect understands small and medium businesses
operating in the clean technology sector are different, so we tailor our services to your speciﬁc
business needs.
Our experienced Business Advisers work with you to review your business potential. They help you
make the right connections and ensure you are aware of services and funding available to take your
business forward, such as the new Clean Technology Investment Programs.

cleantechnology@seaaus.com.au

|

(08) 9228 1292

The Sustainable Energy Association of Australia is a partner organisation with Enterprise Connect.

1905784πJPEP220313
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GEEP Director and Lead Designer Dr Sumedha Rajakaruna.

More energy
If you haven’t been to Curtin University lately, there is an
innovative new laboratory waiting to be checked out.
The Green Electric Energy Park (GEEP)
features futuristic power-system concepts
based on environmentally friendly,
renewable energy technologies.
“The GEEP demonstrates state-of-theart energy technologies for teaching and
research purposes,” GEEP Director and
Lead Designer and from Curtin’s Electrical
and Computer Engineering Department, Dr
Sumedha Rajakaruna said.
The laboratory enables students to conduct
advanced experiments and research
projects on various types of renewable
energy sources.
It has three different types of solar PV arrays
on trackers, which follow the sun from east
to west; a horizontal axis and a vertical
axis wind turbines on 11-metre towers; a
micro hydro turbine, generator, pump and
tank; a hydrogen fuel cell stack, electrolyser
and hydrogen storage; and a weather
monitoring station and anemometer, among
other things.

(generated) into the grid or it can operate
standalone, it is very flexible.”
Dr Rajakaruna said the facility was already
proving to be very popular, despite only
being open since late November.
“Even before the opening, groups of
students, academics and industry leaders
from Australia and overseas came and we
demonstrated what we can do,” he said.
Dr Rajakaruna spearheaded the project,
after receiving requests from his students
in renewable energy-related units for more
up-to-date technology.
“There was a need to expose students
to the latest technologies,” he said. “The
facility is world-class, it’s very exciting for us
– we have been working on it for a very long
time. It’s one of a kind – very exciting.”
Early feedback from students has been very
positive.
“The project students who were given
access last semester were very happy
with the facilities and were very excited to
participate,” Dr Rajakaruna said.

“The place is self-sufficient, it can generate
its own energy, in addition we have a microgrid,” Dr Rajakaruna said.

“Even some graduated students heard
about the opening and wanted to have a
look.

“It is like an isolated power supply but it
can also connect to the grid – it has all
the possibilities. You can feed the power

“It’s helping lots of researchers do their
doctoral masters and will hopefully help
students learn and research.”

There was a need to expose students
to the latest technologies.

Hyperion Energy is a new force in the
Western Australian power supply industry.

To learn more about our exciting project, please visit
www.hyperionenergy.com.au

HE001

Harnessing the power of the sun, Hyperion will deliver green, renewable power
to meet the needs of the State’s mining industry using unique Solar Updraft
Tower technology.
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The University of Western Australia
Renewable Energy Vehicle Project (REV)
is revolutionising personal transport.

Fast-charging network trial
The University of Western Australia Renewable Energy Vehicle
Project (REV) is revolutionising personal transport by building
zero emission vehicles, powered by electricity from renewable
sources that can be charged from any plug point and are viable
to the performance and commercial markets.
The REV team has installed a network
of fast-charging stations in the Perth
Metropolitan area that are capable of
fully charging a 23 kilowatt electric
trial vehicle, with a range of about 130
kilometres, in three hours. Most stations
have dual charging outlets.

A commitment to zero-emission leadership has seen the
implementation of the Nissan Green Program 2016 by Nissan
Motor Company.
The program focuses on reducing carbon
emissions, a shift to renewable energy and
an increase in the diversity of resources
used by the global company.

with the Sustainable Energy Association of
Australia (SEA) for the supply of four Nissan
LEAF vehicles for the SEA and SEA Green
Fleet Sponsors.

It highlights Nissan’s goal to add 15 hybrid
models to the company’s offerings by 2016.

He said it was an important way to reduce
or even eliminate vehicle-based greenhouse
gas and other emissions arising from motor
vehicle use.

Nissan Chief Operating Officer Toshiyuki
Shiga said the company was completely
in-line to achieve its targets thanks to
environmentally friendly technology and new
products.
In Australia, Nissan’s environmental goals
are going strong with the electric Nissan
LEAF – the first purpose-built, massproduced, all-electric car.
Designed from scratch as a 100 per cent
electric powered vehicle for the real world,
the Nissan LEAF produces zero driving
emissions and doesn’t even have a tailpipe.

Nissan President and Chief Executive
Carlos Ghosn said more consumers were
demanding products in-line with their
values, including cars and trucks with a
lower carbon footprint.
“Nissan wants to be part of the solution
toward a sustainable society – for the
sake of the planet and as a significant
competitive advantage and a strategic
differentiator in the global manufacturing
sector,” he said.

The Nissan LEAF is available as a
company vehicle as well as privately, giving
companies the opportunity to showcase
their environmental commitment and
provide affordable, safe, comfortable and
energy efficient vehicles to staff.
Nissan Operations and Fleet Marketing
Manager Dale Waters said Nissan Fleet
had entered into a sponsorship agreement

The Nissan LEAF produces zero
driving emissions and doesn’t even
have a tailpipe.

• Mainroads, East Perth (Sponsored by
Galaxy)
• RAC, West Perth
• The West Australian, Osborne Park

Charging stations are located at:

• UWA Engineering (Sponsored by
Galaxy)

• City of Fremantle

• Water Corporation, Leederville

• City of Swan, Midland

• Murdoch University (Sponsored by
Galaxy)

• East Perth Train Station, Park and
Ride (Sponsored by Galaxy)

LEAF

• EMC Solar (Sponsored by Galaxy)

• RAC, DTEC (Sponsored by Galaxy).
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Interesting network facts
Western Australia’s electricity network is one of the largest and
most isolated networks in the world.
Unlike all other major urban areas of
Australia which are covered by a series
of interconnected networks known as the
National Electricity Market, WA’s network
– owned by Western Power – is isolated
and self-contained.
This means the electricity needs of
customers in WA must be delivered by
Western Power at all times, without any
external backup.
Western Power, like many networks
across Australia, continues to face the
challenge of ensuring its infrastructure
has the capacity to meet increasing
residential peak demand.
Peak electricity demand is the very short
time during which the highest demand
for electricity occurs, generally occurring
at the end of the day when a number

of electrical devices such as lighting, air
conditioning, entertainment and cooking
appliances are turned on.
Peak demand places significant strain on
Western Power’s electricity network as
the top 15 per cent of electricity supplied
is used only one per cent of the time.
With average summer temperatures of
31C and sustained maximums of above
40C, residential air conditioner use in
Perth has increased from 45 per cent of
households in 1999 to more than 90 per
cent in 2012.
The continuing uptake of refrigerated air
conditioner systems, in particular over the
last 10 to 15 years, is recognised as a
key driver of increasing peak demand for
electricity.

Efficiency program reduces household
power bills
Some households have saved more than $1000 on their power
bills during the four-year Perth Solar City energy efficiency trial
– the most comprehensive energy efficiency program in Western
Australia.
More than 16,000 WA households
participated in a series of energy efficiency
trials during the four-year program,
managed by Western Power on behalf
of the Australian Government, aimed at
helping households reduce their carbon
footprint and save money.
Program

Outcome

Average annual
household bill savings

Collectively, households saved more than
$1 million on their electricity bills last year
alone.

Air conditioner trial

25 per cent reduction in
electricity use at peak time

N/A (note: participants
received annual
incentive payments)

Time-of-use tariff
(PowerShift)

9 per cent reduction in
electricity use during the
‘super peak’ period

Western Power’s Perth Solar City Program
Manager Andrew Blaver said the report
showed being energy efficient had clear
benefits for households.

$105 - $205

In-home display and timeof-use tariff

13 per cent reduction in
electricity use during the
‘super peak’ period

$115 - $235

Residential solar PV systems

40 per cent reduction in
average daily electricity use
from the Western Power
network

$740

Residential solar hot water
systems

18 per cent reduction in
average daily electricity use

$372

Behaviour change (Living
Smart)

7.5 per cent reduction in
average daily electricity use

$128

Home eco-consultations

12.5 per cent reduction in
average daily electricity use

$220

able to save over $200 a year through
very simple actions like turning off lights
and appliances when not in use, and
by sometimes using fans instead of air
conditioners.”
Reducing peak electricity demand is a key
focus for Western Power.
“Trials such as this can help Western Power
to operate the network more efficiently,
saving customers money over the longer
term,” Mr Blaver said.

“The Perth Solar City trial has illustrated
how households are able to reduce their
bills when they are given the right tools
and education to help them understand,
and then change, how and when they use
electricity,” he said.

“On behalf of Western Power, I would like to
acknowledge and thank all the members of
our consortium – Botanic Gardens and Park
Authority, Eastern Metropolitan Regional
Council, Mojarra, Prospero Productions,
Solahart, SunPower and Synergy for
their help in making this program such a
success.”

“People didn’t necessarily have to go to
a lot of effort to save money. Some were

A copy of the report can be found at
perthsolarcity.com.au/annual-report.

Collectively, households saved more
than $1 million on their electricity
bills last year alone.
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Left: Graham Blincow, Department
of Agriculture and Food, testing drip
irrigation system.

Improving water use
efficiency on farms may
mean more production
from their current farming
operations, or the ability to
capture new opportunities
from the water resources
saved from current
operating systems.

More Dollars Per Drop
The Department for Agriculture and Food has found low rainfall is predicted to become more common in the next 20 years, putting
increasing pressure on water resources in irrigated agriculture areas from Carnarvon to Albany.
To ensure sustainability of production, More
Dollars Per Drop Project Manager James
Dee said farmers and growers would need
to maximise productivity from their current
water resource allocations.
To help WA farmers and growers achieve
this, The Department of Agriculture and
Food has secured funding from the Royalty
for Regions program for the More Dollars
Per Drop project, aimed at improving water
use efficiency in irrigated agriculture.

“Improving water use efficiency on farms
may mean more production from their
current farming operations, or the ability to
capture new opportunities from the water
resources saved from current operating
systems,” Mr Dee said.
“Improving irrigation management will
reduce on farm costs for growers and
farmers especially power and diesel costs
used in irrigating their crops.”

The three and half year More Dollars
Per Drop project is focused on the fruit,
vegetable, viticulture and dairy industries.
Each industry will have an analysis to see
where their water efficiency is at, where
investments could be made to improve
this, and have water use efficient farming
practices demonstrated to them.
Each industry will also have web-based
support tools to make irrigation and
production management easier.

Mr Dee said members of the vegetable,
fruit, viticulture and dairy industries were
showing interest in being involved in onfarm assessments and the planning and
preparation for demonstration sites was well
underway with potential demonstrations
being put forward for all industries involved.
“These include a trial with netting in high
density apple orchards, several irrigation
trials for wine and table grapes, as well as
three vegetable demonstrations,” he said.

Regional solar in Moora
For more than four years, Energy Made Clean and CBH Group
have been working together to evaluate opportunities for fringe of
grid solar generation at a number of CBH’s regional sites.
CBH is one of Australia’s leading grain
organisations based in Western Australia
and is owned and controlled by more than
4500 grain growers. With approximately
190 sites through regional WA to choose
from, the site at the Moora facility was
chosen to trial a solar array.
CBH Environment and Sustainability
Manager Graham Penter said saving money
and reducing carbon footprints was at the
forefront of the company’s mind when it
came to looking at renewables.

period and to catch the summer months
from September of last year.”
Mr Penter said EMC and L and H Solar+
Solutions were chosen as partners to pilot
the site and to assist in remotely tracking
the performance of the array.
“The plan of the pilot is to make sure
we don’t have interfacing issues with
the existing site and to trial different
technologies. If it proves financially viable,
we will look at a rollout over other facilities.”

He said the Moora site was chosen
because it was in a regional location, on
land already owned by CBH that wasn’t
required for grain storage.

EMC Chief Executive Officer John Davidson
said the construction of the 30-kilowatt
photovoltaic system was accomplished
in one day, with EMC and L and H Solar+
Solutions working on the project together.

“We already had an established feed-in
point for the grid,” Mr Penter said. “It offered
up the potential to put a solar array down
on the ground in time for the busy harvest

L and H Solar+ Solutions General Manager
Claude Pichinali said the team trialled
thinfilm and monocrystaline solar panels for
the site.
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Energy efficiency on WA farms
Increasing energy costs are putting rising pressure on the
profitability of agriculture industries all over Australia including in
WA.
An Energy Efficiency Information Grants
program has been established by the
Federal Government to assist small and
medium businesses and organisations
to tackle rising costs by becoming more
energy efficient.
The program provides funds to industry
associations that can do the research
and provide information and advice to
businesses and organisations to help them
manage their energy more efficiently.
One of these industry associations reaching
out to help WA’s agricultural industry is the
North East Farming Futures Group Inc.
(NEFF), who with the help of the grant, have
developed the Farm Energy Project aimed
at improving the underlying profitability
of farming enterprises through increased
knowledge and adoption of energy saving
initiatives.
NEFF Farm Energy Project Manager Juliet
Grist said although it was different between
farms, energy was a significant portion of
operating expenses and for some farming
enterprises such as horticulture and
viticulture, it was one of the most significant
costs.
“In agriculture, the margins are fine and
there’s lots of things we can’t control, like
the weather, so being as efficient as we can
with operating costs is important,” she said.

long-term sustainability of a business, as
well as having a broader impact on the
environment.
The Farm Energy Project team at
NEFF will be making their findings and
recommendations available to farmers
during 2013 and also run workshops to put
the control into the farmer’s hands.
Ms Grist said farmers would be able
to self-audit farming practices and see
what options might be worth considering
to improve energy efficiency and refine
operating costs.
The project is focused on WA agriculture
and in particular the grain, livestock,
horticultural and viticultural industries.

In agriculture, the margins are
fine and there’s lots of things
we can’t control, like the
weather, so being as efficient
as we can with operating
costs is important.

Ms Grist said savings in energy costs
could make a really big difference to

The Sustainable Energy Association of Australia thanks all SEA members for their support including our sponsoring members acknowledged below:
Platinum Members:

Corportate Members:

Probono legal advice provided by Jackson McDonald Lawyers.
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ACCOMMODATION/HOTELS
Crown Perth
APPLIANCES
Heating, Ventilation and Cooling
College of Climate Change
ASSOCIATIONS/NOT FOR PROFIT
ORGANISATIONS
Australian Electric Vehicle Association
Carbon Neutral
The Chamber of Minerals and Energy
Geographical Association of WA
Master Plumbers and Gasfitters Association
(WA)
Nationals WA
Oil Mallee Association
Royal Automobile Club of WA (RAC)
Western Australian Local Government
Association WALGA
WA Council for Social Service (WACOSS)
Wine Industry Association of WA
BUILDING DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
BGC
Dale Design Service
Ecovision Homes
Energy Saving Building Solutions
Future Cities
GHD
Go Esco
Golder Associates
Schletter Australia
Slavin Architects
Solahart Energy House
Solar Dwellings
BIOFUELS
Aurora Algae
Biolectric
BioTek Fuels
Energy Farmers Australia
Enigin
Galahad Enterprises
John Brennan and Associates
Milne Energy
CONSULTANTS
General
Alannah MacTiernan (Hon)
Australian Cleantech
Balance Services Group
Duda&Wills Consulting
Eco Energy Holdings
Enernoc
Energetics
Enigin
Enguinuity Consulting
Ernst & Young
GHD
Golder Associates
John Brennan and Associates
Models of Success & Sustainability (MOSS)
Paul Wilkes & Associates
Passive Energy Systems
Peak Consultants
Plexal Group
PowerHouse Professionals
Projectioneering Pty Ltd
Quantum MC
Climate Change/Sustainability
Alberfield
Arceden
Ausind Solar Intl
Carbon Neutral

Climate Change Response
College of Climate Change
EarthConnect
Ecocentric Energy Systems
eco-Kinetics
Energetics
Enigin
Galahad Enterprises
GHD
Golder Associates
Green Energy Trading
Green Gurus
Greensense
Ingenero
IT Power Australia
Justsave Energy Solutions
Lesslie Consulting
Metro Power Company
Mojarra
Next Power
NRG Global Group
One Green Step
Paul Wilkes & Associates
Phase Change Products
Phoenix Energy
Quantum MC
Raoul Abrutat
Regional Cleantech Solutions
Rockwater
Tony McRae Consulting
Venezia Electronica

Solar Engineering Services
SolarWest
Sustainability House

DEVELOPMENT COMMISSIONS
Mid West Development Commission
Peel Development Commission

GENERATORS
Balance Services Group
Horizon Power
Landfill Gas & Power
Perth Energy
Verve Energy
Wesfarmers

EDUCATION & TRAINING
Careers Australia
Central Institute of Technology
College of Climate Change
Curtin University of Technology
Electrical, Utilities & Public Administration
Training Council
Fronius Australia
Gravity Discovery Centre
Hale School
Master Plumbers & Gasfitters Association (WA)
Murdoch University
Peter Moyes Anglican Community School
Scotch College
The University of Western Australia
West Coast Institute of Training
ELECTRICAL, COMMUNICATIONS &
PLUMBING
Alco Battery Sales
Ecosmart Electricians
Huber+Suhner (Australia)
Passive Energy Systems
Perth Environmental Plumbing
Rainey Electrical Services
SolarWest
SunWise Electrics
TPE Services
Uniquip Industries
Wilco Electrical
ENERGY AUDITS
Alberfield
Australian Energy Group
Carbon Neutral
College of Climate Change
Ecowatt
Enigin

ENERGY RECOVERY
Craft Technologies
Green Distillation Technologies
ENERGY TRADING
Aussie Solar
Enigin
Green Energy Trading
Greenbank Environmental
ENGINEERING
Balance Services Group
eco-Kinetics
Ecovision Homes
GHD
Golder Associates
MRA Group Pty Ltd
Plexal Group
Recom Engineering
Solar Engineering Services
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Argonaut Capital
Cape Bouvard Investments
Westpac
FOOD & BEVERAGE
Austral Fisheries
Flow-Ice
FUEL
Ausfuel Gull

GEOTHERMAL
EarthConnect
Ecovision Homes
Geoexchange Technologies
GT Power
Green Rock Energy
Paul Wilkes & Associates
Rockwater
Subthermal Solutions
GOVERNMENT
Clean Energy Regulator
Department of Commerce
Department of State Development
Department of Transport
Fremantle Ports
Keep Australia Beautiful WA
LandCorp
Landgate
Port Hedland Port Authority
Public Transport Authority of WA
HOME PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Australian Energy Group
Beaver Tree Services
Clean NRG
Emotive Earth
Geckolighting
Green Gurus
Iconic Energy
Light Sense Australia
Pure Renewable Power
Scantherma Pty Ltd

Wesfarmers
Wise Earth
LEGAL SERVICES
Feinauer Commercial Lawyers
Freehills
Granich Partners
Jackson McDonald Lawyers
Wrays
LIGHTING
Ausind Solar Intl
Australian Energy Group
Eco-Fx LED
Emotive Earth
Enigin
Geckolighting
LG Electronics
Light Sense Australia
Mondoluce
Screentech
Winaico Australia
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
City of Cockburn
City of Fremantle
City of Greater Geraldton
City of Mandurah
City of Melville
City of Perth
City of South Perth
City of Subiaco
City of Swan
City of Vincent
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Council
Town of Cottesloe
MANUFACTURING
Balance Services Group
Chromagen Pty Ltd
Fronius Australia
Huber + Suhner (Australia)
Phase Change Products
Projectioneering Pty Ltd
SMA Technology Australia
SunPower
MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT
(STATE & FEDERAL)
Hon Robin Chapple MLC – Member for Mining
& Pastoral Region
Hon Mia Davies MLC – Member for
Agricultural Region
Hon Kate Doust MLC – Member for South
Metropolitan Region
Hon Wendy Duncan MLC – Member for
Agricultural Region
Hon Sue Ellery MLC – Member for South
Metropolitan Region
Hon Philip Gardiner MLC – Member for
Agricultural Region
Hon Colin Holt MLC – Member for South West
Region
Hon Barry House MLC – Member for South
West Region
Bill Johnston MLA – Member for Cannington
Michael Keenan MP – Federal Member for
Stirling
Senator Scott Ludlam – Senator for Western
Australia
Hon Lynn MacLaren – Member for South
Metropolitan Region
Senator Louise Pratt – Senator for Western
Australia
Michael Sutherland MLA – Member for Mount
Lawley
Hon Dr Sally Talbot MLC – Member for South
West Region

S EA INFORMATION

Chris Tallentire MLA – Member for Gosnells
Hon Ken Travers MLC – Member for North
Metropolitan Region
Hon Alison Xamon MLC – Member for East
Metropolitan Region
Hon Giz Watson MLC – Member for North
Metropolitan Region
MARKET RESEARCH/MEDIA/
COMMUNICATIONS
361 Degrees Stakeholder Management
Services
David Utting Corporate
Red Cat Marketing
Duda&Wills Consulting
The West Australian
MEETING / CONFERENCE / EXHIBITION
FACILITIES
All-Energy Events Pty Ltd
Crown Perth
MINING
BHP Billiton Iron Ore
Fortescue Metals Group
GHD
Golder Associates
Rio Tinto Iron Ore
Scanalyse Pty Ltd
Wesfarmers
MOBILITY
Motor Vehicles
ADH Golf and Utility Vehicles
Swan Energy
PROPERTY INVESTMENT / MANAGEMENT
Bontempo Investment Group
Yanchep Beach Joint Venture
RECRUITMENT
Alliance Recruitment
RETAILER
Horizon Power
Landfill Gas & Power
Perth Energy
Water Corporation
RECYCLING
Wren Oil
SOLAR
Grid Connect Systems
ADS Solar
AEG Power Solutions
Aussie Solar
Australian Energy Group
Avant Solar
Balance Services Group
Bosch Solar Energy
Bright Generation
BW Solar
Carbon Reduction Ventures
Chromagen
Down South Solar Power
eco-Kinetics
Energy Made Clean
Emotive Earth
Energy Matters
Enigin
EV Network
Great Southern Solar
Greener Electricity Management Company
Griffith Green Electrics
GSI Solar
Infinite Energy
Ingenero
Marwin Electrick – Green Electrical

Neolec
Outback Energy Supply
Next Power
Northern Sun Solar Power
Passive Energy Systems
Red Earth Energy
Redset Group
Regen Power
Regional Cleantech Solutions
Renewable Logic
Romex
RF Industries
Silic Energy Group
Simon Barclay Solar Energy
Solar Pty Ltd
Solarflo
Solar Direct
Solar Harness
Solar Matrix
Solar My World
Solar PV
Solare
SolarWest
Solargain
Solco
Sun Brilliance
Sun Connect
Sun Direct Solutions
Sun Wise Electrics
Sustainabode
Swan Energy
Switched On Electrical and Solar
Ureco Solar Hot Water
WA Solar Supplies
Wilco Electrical
Zen Home Energy Systems
Inverters
Fronius
Neolec
SI Clean Energy
SMA Technology Australia
Suppliers/Manufacturers
Aussie Solar
Chromagen Pty Ltd
LG Electronics
Renewable Energy International
Solarmatrix Pty Ltd
The Honda Shop
Winaico Australia
Thermal
Hyperion Energy
Water /Space Heating
Chromagen
Great Southern Solar
Ingenero
MicroHeat Technologies
Mojarra
My Solar
Pure Renewable Power
Solar My World
Solare
Solargain
Solco
Sun Brilliance
Sustainabode
TRANSPORT
ADH Golf and Utility Vehicles
Department of Transport
Ecotality Australia
E-Station Pty

Finesse Green Chauffeured Transport
Fremantle Ports
Hyundai Motor Company Australia
Nissan Motor Company of Australia
Orbital Corporation Ltd
Port Hedland Port Authority
Public Transport Authority of WA
RAC
Swan Energy
The Honda Shop
Ynovex
UTILITY
Balance Services Group
Horizon Power
Perth Energy
Verve Energy
Western Power
Water Corporation
WAVE / TIDAL ENERGY / HYDRO
Bombora Wave Power
Carnegie Wave Energy
Ocean Power Technologies (Australasia)
SolarWest
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Tidal Energy Australia
WIND
Aussie Solar
Bouverie Wind and Solar
Collgar Wind Farm
Enigin
Great Southern Solar
JWI Australia
Moonies Hill Energy
Next Power
Outback Energy Supply
Passive Energy Systems
Projectioneering
Pure Renewable Power
Regional Cleantech Solutions
SolarWest
eco-Kinetics
Regen Power
Silentwind Wind Turbines
SolarWest
Swan Energy
Tromes Design
Verve Energy

About SEA
The Sustainable Energy Association of Australia (SEA) is the
peak business body for the sustainable energy industry and for
enterprises supporting sustainable energy.
SEA is a chamber of enterprises and
is actively advocating and lobbying for
substantive action on sustainable energy
in all sectors of the economy across all
regions of Australia.
SEA promotes the development and
adoption of renewable energy energy
efficiency, and sustainable energy
technologies and services. SEA defines
sustainable energy as energy that is
replenishable within a human lifetime
and causes no long-term damage to the
environment.
SEA is supported by a growing membership
of over 300 members from a diversity of
businesses. This range includes enterprises
committed to sustainable energy practices,
including energy efficiency across
government, business and the community
in infrastructure; architecture and design
of buildings and homes; performance
of appliances, vehicles, machinery, and
industrial processes; use of renewable

energy in both generation and passive
use in all forms of heating, ventilation and
cooling, and inclusive of businesses offering
or using services and products that manage
or offset greenhouse gas emissions in
transition to sustainable energy use; and
other areas determined by the Board.
SEA’s vision is to promote the development
and adoption of sustainable energy
technologies and services that minimise the
use of energy through sustainable energy
practices and maximise the use of energy
from sustainable sources.
The detailed objects of the Association are
listed on our website seaaus.com.au.
SEA is governed by a Board consisting
of an elected Chair, and Deputy-Chair
and six ordinary Board Members elected
annually at the AGM by SEA members. The
Board advises on the strategic direction
and oversees the management of the
organisation.
For more information visit seaaus.com.au.
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Hyundai Motor Company Australia

BHP Billiton Iron Ore

Hyperion Energy

RAC

SEA Platinum Members
For almost 25 years, Hyundai has been a part of the
Australian automotive landscape. Hyundai is the fifth
largest automotive group in the world, the fastest growing
automotive brand in Australia, and is widely acknowledged
as a global leader in design, safety and quality.
Hyundai is looking to the future too. Hyundai’s global Blue
Drive program includes hybrid technology, plug-in electric
vehicles and fuel cell electric vehicles that emit only heat
and water.
A: North Ryde Business Centre,
NORTH RYDE NSW 1670
P: 02 8873 6322
W: hyundai.com.au

BHP Billiton Iron Ore currently has operations in Western
Australia and Brazil and is a 50/50 joint venture partner
with Companhia Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD) at the Samarco
operations in Brazil. This operation has an annual
production capacity of more than 12 million tones of iron
ore pellets and one million tones of concentrates.
A: 225 St Georges Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
P: 08 6224 4444
W: bhpbilliton.com

Hyperion Energy proposes by utilising the latest solar
thermal/convection technology to supply much needed
true renewable green energy to the resource rich, utility
poor Mid West region of Western Australia.

The Royal Automobile Club (RAC) has more than 720,000
members and is leading advocacy body and a vital part
of Western Australian life. RAC offers a wide range of
motoring and allied services including vehicle breakdown
and towing assistance, general insurance products,
technical advice, touring and travel services, personal
loans, finance and investment products, and driver
training.

Infinite Energy
Bright Generation

Jackson McDonald
Jackson McDonald is a full service commercial law firm
based in Perth. The firm has a long history of providing
legal services to companies and has an excellent
reputation for the calibre of its legal practitioners and the
quality of service.
Jackson McDonald’s client base varies from multinational corporations to local corporations, universities
and government agencies. What sets the firm apart from
others is the attitude of partners and staff. The quality
of Jackson McDonald service was recognised with the
award of the inaugural Perth Law Firm of the Year in 2007,
an honour bestowed on the firm again in 2008 and 2009.
A: Level 24, 140 St Georges Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
P: 08 9426 6888
W: jacmac.com.au

Nissan Australia
Nissan is committed to doing the right thing and helping
its customers and communities realise their potential,
whether it’s through its products, Nissan’s investments
in communities or giving back to society through
philanthropic actions.
Nissan Electric Cars herald a new era in mobility, along
with the Nissan LEAF which went on sale in Japan and
the US in late 2010 and across global markets from 2012.
This is a vehicle that does not emit any CO2 when driven in fact, it has no tail pipe.
W: nissan.com.au

A: Suite 10, 281 Hay Street, SUBIACO WA 6008
P: 08 6380 1290
W: hyperionenergy.com.au

Bright Generation invests in the development of
proprietary products that deliver better performance,
functionality, longevity and value to customers.
The organisation only works with manufacturing partners
who share this vision and are committed to engineering
the highest quality products that are supported by genuine
manufacturer warranties.
P: 1300 BRIGEN

W: brightgeneration.com.au

Founded by three brothers, Infinite Energy has grown to
be one of Australia’s most trusted and highly respected
renewable energy companies.
Drawing on the brothers professional backgrounds,
Infinite Energy has developed a strong customer focused
proposition emphasising superior customer service,
both pre and post sale, quality components from world
leading brands and highly professional installation using
experienced teams of BCSE qualified electricians.

A: 68 South Terrace, SOUTH PERTH WA 6151
P: 1300 074 669
W: infiniteenergy.com.au

Curtin University
Curtin is the largest and most preferred university in
Western Australia with more than 50,000 students spread
across 16 Australian and international locations. Curtin
hosts the Australian Sustainable Development Institute
(ASDI) on the Bentley Campus, combining scientific
research, engineering and social science in its focus on
three key challenges for sustainable development: energy
and resources, water management, and people and
communities.
A: Kent Street, BENTLEY WA 6102
P: 08 9266 9266 (Curtin University) 08 9266 9062 (ASDI)
W: curtin.edu.au or www.asdi.curtin.edu.au

Duda&Wills
Duda&Wills provides specialist advice on a wide range of
policy, regulatory and parliamentary issues for commercial
entities and not-for-profit organisations operating in
Australia.
A: Level 6, Gledden Building
731-737 Hay St, PERTH WA 6000
P: 08 9226 3318
W: dudawills.com.au

Sustainability House is a market leader in energy
assessment for commercial, residential and modular
buildings. It has a wealth of experience in helping clients
create more environmentally sustainable buildings and
work to ensure cost effective project outcomes at all
stages of delivery.

A: Level 27, St. Martin’s Tower,
44 Georges Tce, PERTH WA 6000

Landfill Gas & Power
Landfill Gas & Power is quickly emerging as a market
leader in the development and management of efficient
waste-to-energy technologies.

A: PO Box 861, CLOVERDALE WA 6985
P: 08 9475 0144
W: landfillgas.com.au

Next Power
Next Power operates across the areas of solar power,
wind power, technology, and sustainability consulting.
Each member of the Next senior management team
carries an average of 20 years business experience. Next’s
goal is to proliferate affordable renewable energy and
energy management solutions to all Western Australians
so that renewable energy and sustainability become
mainstream rather than ‘alternative’.

A: 21 Darlat Road LANDSDALE 6065
P: 08 9303 19 99
W: nextpower.com.au

Perth Energy
EnerNOC
EnerNOC works with utilities, and commercial, industrial,
and institutional customers to use energy more
intelligently, pay less for it, and generate cash flow that
benefits the bottom line. Its DemandSMART application
enables businesses to maximise new sources of revenue
and help stabilise the electric grid by participating in
demand response programs.
A: 250 Queen Street, Level 1, MELBOURNE VIC 3000
P: 03 8643 5900
W: enernoc.com

BGC
BGC is a Perth headquartered company, listed as one of
the 10 largest privately owned companies in Australia.
Founded over 40 years ago, BGC now encompasses
three main areas of operation - manufacturing and
supply of building products and construction materials,
residential and commercial construction, mining and civil
construction contracting.
A: 5th Floor, 22 Mount Street PERTH, WA 6000
P: 08 9261 1866
W: bgc.com.au

Sustainability House

P: 1300 308 525
W: houseenergyrating.com

All-Energy Events Pty Ltd
All‐Energy Events is the organiser of Australia’s most
significant international clean energy event - the All‐Energy
Australia Exhibition and Conference.
All‐Energy Australia is a free‐to‐delegate, business‐to‐
business exhibition, conference and networking forum
showcasing renewable energy, clean energy, sustainable
transport and energy efficiency.
A: Level 19, AMP Place, 10 Eagle Street,
BRISBANE QLD 4000
P: 1800 791 792
W: all-energy.com.au

A: 832 Wellington Street, WEST PERTH WA 6005
P: 13 17 03
W: rac.com.au

Perth Energy is an energy supplier in Western Australia
with a reputation for innovation and customer service.
Perth Energy’s detailed knowledge of the WA market and
hands-on experience in the energy supply industry has
enabled it to provide a high quality customer management
service, assisting customers at the strategic and
operational levels on a day to day basis.

A: Level 4, 165 Adelaide Terrace, EAST PERTH, WA 6004
P: 08 9420 0300
W: perthenergy.com.au

Swan Energy
Swan Energy focuses on delivering large scale solar and
wind power stations to the Australian market. From the
Air Dolphin 1KW mini turbine to the Unison commercial
scale 750-2MW wind turbine, Swan Energy can offer the
most advanced and economic hybrid renewable energy
systems.

A: 179a Star St, CARLISLE WA 6101
P: 1300 927 926
W: swanenergy.com.au

The University of Western Australia
The University of Western Australia (UWA) is a leading
Australian research university and has an international
reputation for excellence, innovation and enterprise.
A member of the Australian ‘Group of Eight’ research
universities, it is also among Australia’s leading research
universities.

A: 35 Stirling Highway, PERTH WA 6009
P: 08 6488 6000
W: uwa.edu.au

Wesfarmers Ltd
From its origin in 1914 as a Western Australian farmers’
cooperative, Wesfarmers has grown into one of Australia’s
largest retailers and listed companies.

A: 11th Floor, Wesfarmers House, 40 The Esplanade,
PERTH WA 6000

P: 08 9327 4211
W: wesfarmers.com.au

Rio Tinto
Horizon Power
Horizon Power is the pre-eminent supplier of energy
solutions to regional and remote Western Australia. It
services the biggest area with the least amount of
customers in the world - for every 575 square kilometres
of terrain, it has one customer.
A: PO Box 1066, BENTLEY DC WA 6983
P: 08 6310 1000
W: horizonpower.com.au

Rio Tinto is one of the world’s leading mining and
exploration companies. Rio Tinto finds, mines and
processes the earth’s mineral resources - metals and
minerals essential for making thousands of everyday
products that meet society’s needs and contribute to
improved living standards.

Western Power

A: 152-158 St Georges Terrace, PERTH WA 6000
P: 08 9327 2000
W: riotintoironore.com

A: 363 Wellington Street, PERTH WA 6000
P: 13 10 87
W: westernpower.com.au

Western Power is an electricity networks corporation
owned by the Western Australian Government but, as a
corporation, operates as a enterprise making commercial
decisions based on regulations.
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SEA is the peak body for all enterprises supporting sustainable energy and is the only industry body in Australia actively supporting
substantive action on sustainable energy across all areas and sectors of Australia’s economy. SEA Members are enterprises with an
interest in sustainable energy solutions to reduce emissions and adapt to global warming. SEA promotes the development and adoption of
sustainable energy technologies and services that minimise the use of energy through sustainable energy practices and maximise the use of
energy from sustainable sources.
All Members receive the following benefits:
• SEA Membership Certificate
• SEA voting rights

• Regular email updates and special alerts on sustainable energy
industry news and issues to nominated contacts

• SEA advocacy and lobbying on behalf of members on issues
affecting the sustainable energy industry

• Access to SEA sustainable energy industry policy forums and
reference groups

• Ability to join the SEA Board

• Subscription to the national EcoGeneration magazine included

• Substantial discounts for all SEA organised events, seminars and
workshops
• Exclusive invitations to member only networking events
• Regular free member only networking events
• Updates and invitations to other industry events.

Enterprise Members receive additional privileges not available to individual category members:
• Acknowledgement as an Enterprise Member of SEA
• Authorisation to display SEA Member logo
• Opportunity to provide stories for and advertise in SEA’s statebased Energising magazine series
• Listing in all SEA’s Energising magazines
• Listing in SEA Annual Directory of Enterprises and other SEA
directories
• Listing in the annual national EcoGeneration Directory

• Right to sponsor SEA events
• Exclusive invitations to business only networking events.
And specific Enterprise Member benefits by category:
School or Community Group
(Community category only for groups without paid employees)
• Discounts for up to two places per SEA function
Small Business/Enterprise (2-19 employees*)
• Discounts for up to two places per SEA function

Medium Business/Enterprise (20-99 employees*)
• Discounts for up to four places per SEA function
Large Business/Enterprise (100 or more employees*)
• Discounts for up to eight places per SEA function.
* Employee FTE numbers are inclusive of all staff, contract and other
workers associated with the enterprise as a whole.

Corporate Members receive in addition to all privileges above:
• Acknowledgement at all SEA events, on promotional material,
and on website
• Exclusive invitations to SEA Corporate Member only events
• Early option on right to sponsor SEA events
• Priority and highlighted listing in SEA Annual Directory of
Enterprises and other SEA directories
Specific Corporate Member benefits by category:
Bronze Corporate Members (only available to small enterprise

• Representation invited at Head Table at selected SEA events.
Silver Corporate Members (for small and medium enterprise
members only)
• Two complimentary seats at all eligible SEA functions*
• Discounts for up to eight places per SEA function
• Invitations to Head Tables at selected SEA events
Gold Corporate Members (open to all enterprise members)

members)

• Four complimentary seats at all eligible SEA functions*

• One complimentary seat at all eligible SEA functions*
• Discounts for up to four places per SEA function

• Discounts for up to 16 places per SEA function
• Invitations to Head Tables at selected SEA events

Platinum Corporate Members (open to all enterprise members)
• First option on right to sponsor SEA events
• Eight free seats at all eligible SEA functions*
• Discounts for all places at SEA functions
• Permanent invitation to Head Table at all eligible SEA events
* NB: Eligible SEA functions – Complimentary seats to Corporate
Members available for SEA events includes all regular events such
as SEA breakfasts, lunches, sundowners, reference group meetings,
policy forums and other occasional events nominated by SEA.
Excluded events are SEA workshops, conferences and special events
and non-SEA events where attendance is facilitated by SEA.

NOMINATION FOR WA SEA MEMBERSHIP
Contact Name: ............................................................................................................................ Position: ....................................................................
Company Name: .............................................................................................................................................................................................................
ABN: ........................................................................................................................................... Enterprise size (No. of workers): .................................

Select category
U Individual
U

Concession – Individual

$88

U

School/Community Group

$176

Street Address: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Suburb: ....................................................................................................................................... State: ......................... Post Code: ............................

Annual fee (incl. GST)
$176

(Community group deﬁned as
organisations without paid employees)

U

Small Business (Sole Trader)

$352

Postal Address: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................

U

Small Business/Enterprise

$704

Suburb: ....................................................................................................................................... State: ......................... Post Code: ............................

U

Medium Business/Enterprise

$1,408

Telephone: ................................................................................................................................... Fax: .......................... Mobile: ...................................

U

Large Business/Enterprise

$3,520

U

Bronze Corporate
(Small Enterprise only)

$7,040

U

Silver Corporate
(Small/Medium Enterprise only)

$14,080

U

Gold Corporate (any Enterprise)

$28,160

U

Platinum Corporate (any Enterprise) $28,160

Email: .......................................................................................................................................... Website: ...................................................................
Signature of Applicant: ................................................................................................................ Date: .........................................................................
NB: Nomination for membership signifies support for the constitutional purpose and objectives of SEA (SEA constitution published on website). Members
agree to, where practical, promote their membership of SEA and include SEA in editorial, advertising or advertorial, other promotional opportunities and
networking events. SEA Board must approve all membership nominations - all applicants will be notified of decision. Membership term is one year and
payment of the annual membership fee must accompany nomination (Note - a 3% surcharge will be applied for credit card transaction).

Form with payment details applied serves as a Tax Invoice - ABN: 16 549 616 697.

Please indicate your industry sector? (Tick all that apply)

Please make cheques payable to: Western Australian Sustainable Energy Association Inc.
(ABN: 16 549 616 697)

U Business

Bank Details: NAB BSB: 086 492 Account No: 54518 4655.
(Please write your enterprise / name in the description field).

U NGO

Credit Card payments: I have added an extra 3% surcharge and authorise you to debit
the total of $____________ from my credit card.

U Government
U Community
U Architecture and design
U Building and construction
U Infrastructure

Card type
Date of Expiry:
Signed:

Mastercard
/

VISA

Bankcard

Cardholder Name:

AMEX

U Energy efficiency
U Industrial processes
U Vehicles and machinery
U Domestic and commercial appliances

U Bio – bagasse/biofuel/biogas/biomass/landfill/other
U Geothermal – hydro/geo/other
U Solar – thermal/photovoltaic/other
U Water – hydro/wave/tidal/other
U Wind – small/large/other
U Renewable energy – including passive design use
U Renewable energy – process use including heating/cooling
U Renewable energy – all electricity generation
U Renewable energy – all biofuels production
U Heat pump/heat exchange
U Professional services
U Other

SEA office P: (08) 9228 1292 | F: 08 9228 0597 | E: member@seaaus.com.au | W: www.seaaus.com.au

~

~Energising Western Australia

Come talk to us to see what we can do for eligible business customers
Supply electricity and gas
Arrange energy audits and
energy efﬁciency programs
Organise renewable energy
system ﬁnance and installation

Offer Accredited Green Power
We can buy back your intermittent
renewable energy using our Wholesale
Electricity Market operation and back-up
from our super-fast-response Kwinana Swift
Power Station

Our one-stop-shop business brings clean energy solutions to your door step.

your power to choose
Give us a call today on 9420 0300 to ﬁnd out more or visit

www.perthenergy.com.au.

